EKT & Double PERC - IETF 100
Double Changes Since IETF 99

Made changes agree to at IETF 99:

● Move the Original Header Block information from being a header extension to being in the payload data
● Add text to explain usage with RTX and FEC
● Have a non merged PR with text to explain usage with RED
  ○ https://github.com/ietf/perc-wg/pull/147

Open Issues:

● Bunch of editorial, clarifications, and fixes (Thank you Nils for careful review)
● Finalize RED handling text
EKT Changes Since IETF 99

Changes

- Move EKT data in TLS from content messages to handshake messages
- Clarify that that Key Distributor MUST act as TLS server (not TLS client)

Open Issues

- Need careful editorial proofread pass (?)